Would you like to organize a Golden Sun Ceremony in your country?
Dear people,
With this letter I would like to introduce to you the Temple Europe Foundation.
This foundation is developing respect and understanding in the enormous diversity of
the continent Europe, by doing a modern Art Ceremony in all 51 European countries.
My name is Frouk Riemersma; visual artist in the Netherlands and founder of the
Temple Europe Foundation.
Since the end of 2015, we have been travelling to several European countries with our
Art Ceremony for peace. The Ceremony is called ‘The Golden Sun’ and it is performed
around an ashwood puzzle (3meters) covered with gold leaf. The puzzle is made of 52
pieces. 51 Pieces are representing the 51 countries in the continent Europe. Number 52
is connected to all continents in the world.

How is the Art Ceremony performed?
To start, all 52 pieces are placed in a square on a big cloth (10 x 10 metres). Under each
puzzle piece lies a paper with the name and some pictures of the country which is
connected to that piece. 52 People are gathered around the pieces. The first person
stands up, takes his/her piece and shares his/her name and the country that is
represented. After a small silence the representative puts the puzzle piece on the right
spot on the centre of the cloth. The shape of the pieces is embroidered on the cloth by
gold thread. During the Ceremony, one by one all pieces are put down and The Golden
Sun arises. At the end we give hands and share all connections to one intentional power
of Love.

Since the beginning of the project, we have been to Rome in Italy, Lhar in Germany,
Markarite in Sweden, Els Poblets and Montserrat in Spain and many places in the
Netherlands (communities, schools, churches and art centres).

On puzzelpiece 52 lies a sacred bundel containing crystals and stones. For every
continent of the world, a crystal is made in the shape of the continent and in time, it will
be placed there. In return, stones from the continents will be kept in the bundel,
travelling with The Golden Sun Ceremony. The crystal of Africa is already placed in the
dessert of the Great Karoo, near the Compass mountain in South Africa. The crystal of
North America is placed on invitation of the Hopi tribe at their powerplace Prophesy
Rock. In time, all crystals will be placed in the continents and the bundle will contain 7
stones of those continents.

What do you need to organize a Ceremony?
- An indoor location, free of charge
- 25-52 People who like to join a Ceremony for peace in Europe. If there are less
than 52 people in the Ceremony, people change places and do double.
- 6 Hours for total: preparation, Ceremony and cleaning up.
- A financial support to cover the costs of transport and travelling. This
contribution can be collected among the participants.

I hope you are interested, because we would like to share the incredible unifying power
of The Golden Sun Ceremony with all the people in the continent Europe.
I hope you are interested to be part of the incredibly connecting power of the Golden
Sun ceremony, that we want to share with all people in Europe. Are you interested to
participate in one of the Ceremonies, or would you like to organize a Golden Sun
Ceremony in your own country? Information and contact details you will find below in
this letter.
Who are we:
We are the voluntary board members and Art work group of the Temple Europe
Foundation. The Foundation organizes everything that concerns The Golden Sun
Ceremony, and manages the financial resources. The Foundation has the ANBI status
(charity status).
The final goal of the Foundation is ‘to plant the seed of peace’ (symbolised in the puzzle
The Golden Sun) in a permanent Art work called ‘Golden Sun Europe’ that will be located
somewhere in Europe.
In the Art work ‘Golden Sun Europe’, 51 glass/art windows will be placed, representing
the European countries. The windows and floor will be made by artists of those
countries. ‘Golden Sun Europe’ will be a place where respect and understanding will be
practiced in yearly meetings of representatives of all European countries. The rest of the
year ‘Golden Sun Europe’ will be open for public from all over the world.

Thank you very much for your attention to this inspiring project, that wants to build a
peaceful Europe.
With warm greetings and hope to hear from you,
Frouk Riemersma, artist
Website: www.thegoldensun.eu. E-mail: froukriemersma@templeeurope.eu. Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/thegoldensun.temple.europe/. Tel: +31(0)627371808.
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